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ABSTRACT: 
An approach which has been applied successfully 
to the problem of scheduling vehicles from a central 
warehouse to an assortment of customers and returning 
to the central site is called the ''distance saved'' ap-
proach. Basically, this method calculates the distance 
which would be saved by combining any two customers onto 
the same route and uses these calculations as a priority 
ranking for scheduling all the customers. The technique 
has been found to be computationally fast and yield 
generally good results. 
This thesis examines the use of the distance saved 
approach in scheduling vehicles to customer pickup and 
dropoff points at any location such as the problem en-
countered in a taxi dispatching problem. The primary 
difference between the taxi-type problem and the truck 
scheduling problem is that in the truck problem, vehicles 
are assumed to return to a central warehouse and the 
distance saved coefficient reflects actual distance 
which would be saved by combining customers while the 
taxi problem calculates theoretical distance sav.ed if the 
,--·,;:.;," -
vehicle did return to a central site and uses this theo-. . 
•• · .. , ~ •. ,,-.."-'";:;-.Ji.,,_.,""' .• -... ,.-... -_ .• _,:- .. ----·----·····-··· ---·····" .. "''"~""··--·~··-··"..,.,.._·---·~--·---,-.,.,-v-~---···-·~···· ·- ' -· ... .l. -···--· 
retical savings as a means of ranking route combination 
possibilities. 
Because of the author's previous exposure, GASPII, 
iii 
.. 
a simulation language, was used in the programmed • 
algorithm developed as an aid in storing and retrieving 
entries in various files. 
There are several systems related to a scheduling 
algorithm in an actual working model and a discussion 
of some of these subsystems is also included in this 
work. The program was developed in an interactive mode 
which would be required in the actual use of such an al-
gorithm. 
Preliminary test results indicate that the distance 
saved approach does have a possible future in the area 
of point-to-point scheduling. Problem areas in breaking 
existing customer links were discovered and are discussed 
with examples. Also included is a discussion of known 
,, 
program weaknesses and areas of future application of 
this technique. The program is untested in large problems, 
but the results do indicate that use of the distance 
saved approach in the area of point-to-point scheduling 
does have significant merit. 
~· 
.. 
I 
I. Introduction 
The area of Yehicle scheduling is a topic which haa 
• • 
receiYed considerable attention in the past two decades. 
The sheer size or most scheduling models rule out the poa .. 
sibility of finding optimal results through any methods of 
examining all possible choices and selecting the one which 
minjmjzes total cost, distance, time, or some·other criteria. 
Instead, tecbnjques have been developed which seek near-
optimal solutions without exhaustive enumeration thus making 
the handling of large problems feasible with the aid of a 
digital computer. These techniques are generally classified 
in one of three areas; heuristics, branch-and-bound, and 
dynamic programming. 
The original intent in the development of this thesis 
was to devise a method of scheduling vehicles in a multi-
vehicle, point-to-point, single passenger constrained system. 
The area specifically considered was that of scheduling 
tax:l.s given a set of customers having specified pickup and 
drop off points known at the start of a problem. A tech-
nique which has been successfully applied to the problem of 
scheduling vehicles from a warehouse to a set of customers 
. is the so-called ''distance saved'' approach which basically··· 
schedules .each customer to a separate vehicle and calculates 
the distance which would be saved by combining any two 
customers onto the same route. Vehicle routes are then 
1 
• 
• 
built by choosing the highest distance saved combinations 
and adding the correspond:Jng customer pairings, with various 
constraints placed on total routes such as vehicle capacit7 
or total time requirements. 
This technique made possible the solution of large 
problems in reasonable time and offered hope of application 
in other areas. In this thesis an attempt is made at such 
an application. 
In structuring the files for this problem, there are 
' 
associated with each vehicle and customer in the system 
several numerical descriptors or attributes. Because of the 
author's previous exposure to GASPII, a FORTRAN based 
simulation language, this language is used to simulate, on 
a smaller scale, the file handling necessary in a larger, 
real-time, operational system. GASPII has the ability to 
label files separately, add and delete file entries quickly, 
and locate file entries within the system." The program is 
available in an interactive version and this version was 
used for the development of this thesis in an interactive 
mode. 
The distance saved approach was developed for an 
· ···· applicat·ion, ·where~ehicles originated ·a.t a source point 
and were required to return to that source point at the end 
of 81JY route such as trucks working from a single warehouse. 
" 
This mandatory return was the basis for the development of 
2 
• 
• 
the algoritb.ll. However, it is readily apparent that in 
a taxi-type problem, vehicles need not originate trom, nor 
return to, a central site. The distance saved coe!ticienta 
between any two customers is no'longer actual distance saved 
as in the warehouse distribution system, but is now theoret-
ical distance saved 1! the vehicle (taxi) were required to 
return to the central site. The purpose of this work is to 
determine whether the distance saved approach is applicable 
to the taxi scheduling problem and what modifications are 
necessary in the technique originally developed for the 
warehouse distribution system. 
During the development of the proposed algorithm, an 
additional constraint was added to the program to include 
pickup times requested by additional customers. In the 
initial development stage, the only information required by 
the system for any customer was the grid location of the 
pickup and drop off points. In the interest of simplicity, 
locations are specified by numerical X- and Y- coordinates 
on an assumed one hundred by one hundred distance units grid. 
The second stage algori~hm requires addition~ information 
on earliest and latest,~l9wed piclglp tim.es for any potential •, ' . , .... . -· ·- ' ' 
customer. This new algorithm, then, uses the distance . 
. saved approach to generate schedules, but all schedules must 
meet the time constraints imposed by all customers. Again 
for simplicity, one unit of distance is assumed travelled in 
one minute of time. 
3 
The two stages clitter in two illportant teaturea; 
1) the additional ti.lie constraints illlposed by the second 
stage, and 2) the addition or what is referred to throughout 
this work as the ''non-lockset" method or adding a new custom-
er to a route. In both stages, customers are added to a 
route one at a time based on the theoretically greatest 
distance saved by adding that customer to an existing route. 
The distance saved is calculated by considering, for example, 
adding customer B to the route on which A exists. This 
distance saved coefficient is referred to as the A-Blink 
coefficient, and this terminology is consistent throughout 
). 
this work. In the first approach (no time constraints), 
one' a link (such as the A-Blink above) is added to a 
route, nothing is allowed to break that link ( a condition 
referred to as a ''lockset'' condition). The second stage 
includes the feature of adding new customers or deleting 
old ones, and it then became necessary to allow the A-B 
link to be broken since the more optimal solution may be 
to include the new customer between the other two. This 
method is referred to within this paper as ·the ''non-lockset'' 
method and has notable effects on the results generated by 
the approach. 
The purpose of this thesis is now stated as: To 
develop an algorithm for scheduling vehicles in a many-to-
many, single customer constrained system using the distance 
4 
saved approach in a aiJlulated real-tille mode with the tile 
handling aid of the GASPII simulation language. 
Brief consideration is also given to the requirements 
for an overall, working mode in an actual, on-line opera-
tional system. This discussion is based primarily on 
work done at MIT on CARS (Computer Aided Routing System), 
but the emphasis in this work is placed on the develoJlllent 
and programm:tng of the scheduling algorithm. 
5 
··~ 
II1 Literature Survey 
The problem of vehicle scheduling bas been divided 
into three geBeral classifications: heuristic approaches, 
branch-and-bound procedures and dynamic programming. Al-
though all three are related, this chapter is limited to 
heuristic approaches and a brief introduction to a branch-
and-bound technique developed by Little, et.al. A brief 
introduction to the CARS (Computer Aided Routing System) 
developed primarily at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
-
nology is also presented. 
In this work, a ''scheduling heuristic'' is defined in 
this paper as a set of systematic instructions (often 
repetitive) designe-d for a specific problem which, when 
followed, yield optimal or non-optimal results. The 
heuristics considered here are primarily computer oriented. 
A. Dantzig and ~amser 
An early contribution in the area of vehicle schedul-
ing was work done by Dantzig and Ramser. The character-
istics of the problem which they investigated are the 
following: 
a. Single depot or central~f-acility 
' b. ;Homogeneous fleet of vehicles each of capacity V 
c. Objective is to minimize total distance travelled 
by fleet. 
6. 
Their approach begins by aaeigning each destination 
to a separate trip. A trip is defined to be a sequence of 
atopa which gives the order in which the customers will be 
visited by a vehicle. At each stage or the algorithm, 
two destinations are linked into a single trip on the basis 
of the greatest diatance saved, i.e. on the basis of having 
a single trip as opposed to a pa1r of trips. The resulting 
synthesis becomes an input to the nert stage and the algo-
rithm is continued until all destinations are scheduled. 
The concept of the distance saved approach is the basis 
for this thesis and is discussed with examples in the 
analysis of the Clarke and Wright scheduling algorithm. 
O'Neil (4) points out the following shortcomings in 
the work of Dantzig and Ramser. These are summarized as: 
1. Dantzig and Ramser assume the number of vehicles 
does not enter the problem when the vehicles have the same 
capacity and therefore the number is assumed to be very 
large to insure assignment of all destinations. 
2. 1 Although the objective of minimizing total distance 
is reasonable, a more management oriented objective may be 
the minimization of the ~otal number of vehicles. 
However, it shou-ld be noted t!tat_the work of Dantzig 
and Ramser is one of the first pieces of reported research 
that places the vehicle scheduling problem in the context 
7 
(,] 
• 
• 
of the traveling salesman problem and was of considerable 
importance in the development of the distance saved notion 
later extended in the work of Clarke and Wright (1) and 
others. 
B. Clarke and Wright 
The work of Dantzig and Ramser was extendett in the 
work of Clarke and Wright for the purpose of satisfying 
additional constraints imposed to meet a particular prac-
tical application. 
The formulation of the Clarke and Wright algorithm 
is as follows: 
1. A number of vehicles x1 of capacity Ci (i=l,---,n) 
are available 
2. The loads qj are to be delivered to destinations 
P .(j=l,---M) J 
3. The distance dy,z is given as the shortest 
distance between all destinations 
It is assumed that: 
j=~1 Ci<< q. j=l J ',• 
· Since in the solution some vehicles may be part~ally 
-:_._a,• loaded, x1 needs to be sufficiently large to ensure that 
all loads are allocated. For purposes of computation, 
8 
-. , .... ' .. ,,~,,,,._.,,._.,..,_ ·"""'" ,,.- ... " ·"· -···'. .. ., . .,, ' -· 
Clarke and Wright have assumed the nuaber ot vehicles 
available to be infinite. 
It, in the Clarke and Wright formulation, the follow-
ing condition exists: 
j =M 
j = 1 
then the problem becomes the single vehicle scheduling 
problem (travelling salesman problem) since one vehicle 
has the capacity to handle all the destinations. 
A simple example which demonstrates the principle 
of the Clarke and Wright algorithm employing the distance 
saved concept will be presented next. 
Initially, each run 1 is considered to originate at 
the depot, visit destination 1, and return to the depot. 
There are, therefore, initially M vehicles scheduled and 
each has the distance dny + dyD (where "D" is the depot or 
central site). The distance saved is that savings which 
would result from linking two customers y and z into a 
single trip. The calculation of the distance saved 
coefficient is simple and is derived as follows: 
WITHOUT LINKING: 
'DISTANCE T-RAVELED = 
WITH LINKING: 
DISTANCE TRAVELED= dDy + dyz + dzD 
9 
t 
DISTAf!CE SAVED { by linking): 
' DISTANCE SAVED= dyD + dDz - dyz 
The example we will consider is presented diagram-
atically in Figure 2.1. 
• 
The first step in the algorithm is to calculate the 
tnterpoint travel distance and the results of this for our 
example are presented in Figure 2.2 (Distance units are 
not specified intentionally as they are irrelevant if con-
sistent throughout the problem.). Note that an ''X'' 
indicates that travel between the same two points is pro-
hibited. 
The second step in the algorithm is to calculate 
the distance saved coefficient matrix using the formula 
described above and presented more generally as: 
A graphical representation of this principle is 
shown in Figure 2.3. 
The distance saved coefficient (DSC) matrix is present-
e~ in Figure 2.4. It should be noted that this matrix is 
'.) - ... ssa• , - ,.,_,_ ., .• A., ,, •• ~ •"" r• •"" •-'·"<. -• 
' 
symmetric-, but the approach can be used in non-symmetric 
cases such as encountered in this thesis. 
The next step in the procedure is to rank the values 
10 
1 •• 1 
• 
• DEPOT 
• 
2 
Figure 2.1 Graphical Representation of Customer Locations 
X 1 3 3 2 3 
1 X 3 1 1 3 
3 3 X 6 4 4 
3 1 6 X 3 2 
2 1 4 3 X 3 
3 3 4 2 3 X 
Figure 2.2 Interpoint Distances of Sample Problem / (The graphical representation is not assumed to be repre-sentative of the actual distances.) 
1 1 
D(POT . 
" 5 
DEPOT. 
DSC35 = d30 + do5 - d35 
= 3 + 3 - 2 = 4 
• 
•s 
Figure 2.3 Example of the Calculation of a Distance Saved Coefficient • 
Po pl p2 P3 P4 P5 
Po 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pl 0 0 1 3 2 1 
P2 0 1 0 0 1 2 
P3 0 .. ,3 0 0 2 4 • 
P4 ~ 0 2 1 2 0 :2 
P5 0 1 2 4 2 0 
Figure 2.4 Complete Distance Saved Coefficient Matrix 
I 
12 
or the distance saved coetr1c1enta from the highest value 
to the lowest as shown in Figure 2.5. Clarke and Wright 
also developed a record keeping system for vehicle route 
constraints (a vehicle on more than one route), but this 
is only applicable to a symmetric matrix and is not further 
discussed here. 
To begin the actual scheduling portion of the algo-
rithm, the tour pairing with the largest distance saved 
coefficient is selected to enter the vehicle route. In 
our example, the pairing of (3-5) is considered first and 
the best tour is now P0P3P5P0• At each stage, once a 
decision is made to include a customer pa1ring, that 
pairing remains in the route. This condition is referred 
to by Schruben and Clifton (8) as a ''lockset'' condition. 
The next pairing to link is {l-3) and the new best tour 
is P0P1P3P5P0 • The next pairing is (1-4) and the new 
tour is P0P4P1P3P5P0 , and last pairing considered is 
(2-5) with the final tour P0P4P1P3P5P2P0 having a total 
distance travelled of 12 units. 
Optimality is not guarllllteed using this and similar 
. 
heuristics, but the various authors suggE,~~--_that .. _~hey do --
. ·~· .... -.;......-· ,.... . .,_, _____ -
-~evelop~-ttgc,-od'' solutions. . Schruben -~d- .~li.fton-, --using a 
. \..J 
- - --- - -
-----~-----~--~00----
me th od ~very similar to the Clarke .. Wright algorithm, report 
in their work that a potential savings in distance travelled 
' 
of as much as 20 per cent over actual practice was possible 
I 
13 
I 
Link.a D1ata,nce 11••4 coe,(Qc~1nt 
3 - 5 
1 
- 3 
1 
- 4 
2 
- 5 
3 - 4 
4 - 5 
1 - 2 
l - 5 
2 - 4 
2 - 3 
Figure 2.5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
l 
0 
Sample Problem Distance Saved Coefficients 
in the routing of feed delivery trucks. 
c. Tillman and Cochran 
Tillman and Cochran have extended the work of Clarke 
and Wright by imposing an additional constraint. Instead 
of finding the highest distance saved coefficient and adding 
the corresponding pairing to the route, thE:ly :P,a,re suggested· 
~ ~ a sear·ching algQrithm to find the largest distance savings 
·rrom combining any two pajrings onto any trips. Note, 
however, that the pair of links considered need not be on 
the same trip. The first link:j.ng considered in the pair is 
' 
14 
then selected as the link to be added to a route. The 
. ' algorithm continues from here in the same manner as the 
Clarke and Wright algorithm. 
The authors claim that the heuristic developed ''will 
in some cases yield better answers'' which is understand-
able. This type of approach may enhance the distance saved ' 
technique used in a real-time system by avoiding adding a 
weak link since it looks farther than the effect of that 
.. 
single link. However, this approach would also require 
considerably more computation time and data storage space 
than the ''single'' considuation developed by Clarke and 
Wright. 
D. Little, Murta, Sweeney, and Karel 
Branch and bound was first applied by Little, et.al. 
to solve the traveling salesman problem. The branch and 
bound concept has been defined by Pierce (5) as: 
''The branch notion stems from the fact that in terms of a tree of alternative potential 
solutions to the problem the procedure is 
continually concerned with choosing a next 
·-.. branch of the tree to elaborate and evaluate. The bound term denotes their emphasis on, and 
effGCtive use of, means of bounding the value of the objective-function at each node in the tree, both for eliminating dominated paths and for selecting a next branch for evaluation.''' 
as quoted in Wilson, et.al. 
Little, et.al. developed an algorithm which deals 
15 
apecitically with the coat ot traYel trca city 1 to city j 
in the traYelling aalea11an problem. The approach used ie 
to consider all poaaibilities as branches, but bound these 
branches in such a manner that only improveaents to the 
best solution to date are considered for addition. This 
type or approach may be especially attractive to the single 
passenger constrained multi-vehicle scheduling problem for 
two reasons: 
First, early in the procedure feasible solutions are 
found and there will, therefore, be a best solution to 
date. 
Second, if a good starting solution is found, this 
type of approach will yield improved (optimal seeking) 
solutions. This capability increases in importance as 
the size of the problem increases. 
E. Wilson a. Sussman,, and Wong 
The work of Wilson, et.al. has been in the develop-
ment of Dial1111A-Ride systems which dealt with small buses 
operating without fixed schedules on flexible routes to 
.... ,· ' 
· ·provide service similar to that· of a taxi but -at a much 
. 
. 
·-·--.·~···-· .. . ... '""·'•···~·""·---•«-'··,,··-··-·--···'--
. , .... , ' lower- cost than that of a taxi. The·constraints,· assump--
tions, and approaches presented by Wilson, et.al. are 
presented as general background in the area of the develop--
16 
mentor coaputer baaed scheduling syateaa. 
Certain information must be available using any of 
the assignment algoritbms considered for multi vehicle, 
multi-passenger scheduling. These are divided into three 
classes: 
1. User - dependent 
2. Vehicle - dependent 
3. System - dependent 
User - dependent information would include: 
a. Location of the origin of the desired trip 
b. Location of the desired destination point 
c. Time at which request was made 
d. Number of people making the trip 
For the multi - passenger vehicle, vehicle - depen-
dent information includes: 
a. Next destination of each vehicle 
b. Information on passengers on board such as their 
destinations, etc. 
As the level of sophistication of the system increases, 
. . - . . ·-
-
so does the information content •. For example, an operating 
.. 
system would further have to --account for unexpected changes 
in the system such as more or fewer passengers than expect-
ed, breakdowns, etc. 
17 
• 
The objective ot the Dial-A-Ride scheduling algor1thll 
stated in Wilson, et.al. as: 
''To provide lowest mean service ti.mes w1 thin fixed costs and guaranteed bounds on the worst 
service times.•• 
'w 
The authors note that the objective functions include 
two classes of users: ''those currently active on the 
system, and those who will request service at some future 
time.'' With this goal, the problem transforms from 
strictly deterministic into a combination of both deter-
ministic and probabilistic. 
Alternative approaches to the scheduling problem were 
considered. Integer programming was found to be infeasible 
''because of the large number of constraints and variables 
associated with the problem'' and ''dynamic programm:J ng 
could not be applied to this size of problem ••• because 
of the large number of steps required.'' Therefore, branch 
and bound approaches seem the most feasible because of 
their ability to provide feasible solutions at any stage 
in the improvement process which is important in the real-
time environment. 
The problem considered first is the · development o-f' ·a 
many-to-one or one-to-many such as distributing customers 
from a central location or collecting customers to all 
18 
""'"··- ' . " ... 
arrive at a central aite. The collection process deco•-
poses into three basic decisions types: 
a. assignment: when a vehicle collects a passenger, 
what should its next stop be? 
b. re-assignment: when a request is received, should 
the vehicle be re-directed from its current assignment? 
c. dispatching: after a vehicle delivers all custom-
ers to the central site, what is its next assignment? 
In the assignment problem, the basic conflict is be-
tween passenger's waiting time and travel time. In the 
, 
development of the heuristic, a minute spent waiting is 
assumed to have the same value as a minute in transit. 
Four possible policies for the evaluation of potential 
passengers are outlined by the authors: 
1. Demand closest to the vehicle (many passengers per 
trip) 
2. Demand furthest from the vehicle (many round trips) 
3. Potential passenger with the longest waiting time 
4. Unassigned demand with greatest total expected 
time in the system ( from service request.,, .. t.o" .... customer 
delivery) • 
• 
The results of simulation tests indicate that the 
policy of assigning the closest demand to a vehicle was 
preferred. This preference is based on results indicat-
19 
' 
ing this policy to have the least mean waiting time, mean 
total time, ''90% have waiting time less than", and ••9<* 
have a total time less than.•• These tests were conducted 
by the CARS developnent group at M.I.T. and the simulation 
model used was developed as an evaluative and predictive 
model of such systems and as such was designed with 
variable population densities, demand rates, etc. 
F. CARS 
The general approaches to the system design of CARS 
(Computer Aided Routing System) are directly applicable 
to a systems approach to the taxi-like or single customer 
constrained problem. CARS has been developed principally 
at M.I.T. and other research oriented companies and groups 
and is essentially a prototype Dial-A-Bus system. The 
prelj.minary design criteria and system design specifica-
tions are presented here. 
. ' 
Such a system requires a dynamic response to real~ 
time requests for service. Customers would demand rela-
tively fast service which makes communication subsystems 
~ 
... 
a mandatory consideration. The authors have described the 
subsystems considered·for,CARS as: 
A. Customer Subsystem 
I 
B. Customer Communications Interface Subsystem 
20 
c. Central Control Subsye~em 
D. Vehicle Communications Subsystem 
E. Vehicle Subsystem 
The customer subsystem consists of four essential 
elements of information: 
1. Present location 
2. Desired destination 
3. Time at which service is desired 
4. Number of passengers. 
This information must be relayed to the control 
system through the Customer Communications Interface 
Subsystem. This communication system must include pro-
visions for relaying request information to the control 
subsystem in machine readable form on a real-time basis. 
Some form of computer terminal seems the most appropriate 
to accomplish these goals. 
The Central Control Subsystem has several functions 
including storing new requests for service (customer 
information), storing permanently all potential customer 
information, using· some means of dispatching vehicles and 
making vehicle assignments- .and outputting meassages to 
-' -· ~ .. - -· 
the vehicles describing their-next assignment. As with 
most computer operations, attention must also be given 
to backup capabilities in the case of computer breakdown. 
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Three alternatives were suggested tor the Vehicle 
Communication Interface Subsystem. These are: 
1. ''Voice'' communications w1 th a dispatcher relaying 
computer generated messages to the vehicle operator. 
2. ''Digital'' communications with a decoder on-board 
the vehicle capable of translating information generated 
directly by the computer. 
3. A combination of voice and digital where the 
human dispatcher would serve as an emergency dispatcher. 
The Vehicle Subsystem is made up of the vehicle, the 
communications equipment in the vehicle, and the driver. 
The importance of this study is its presentation of 
the "system approach'' to the problem of real-time vehicle 
scheduling or dispatching. Note, also, that the publica-
tion released was presented in considerably more detail 
than this brief introduction would seem to indicate. 
The next chapter outlines the approach selected for 
the multi-vehicle single passenger constrained point-to-
point dispatching algorithm developed in this thesis. 
Included .is a 4~~,~ription of the- file struc-ture andbrief · 
outlines of th~ principle subroutines. Chapter IV illus-
trates the use of the program by providing a sample problem 
indicating the information requirements and generated 
results. 
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III, Sched
1
ulin5 Algorithm DeveloP!d 
The program was written for this work with the purpose 
of using the distance saved concept in the application of 
providing a multi-vehicle schedule such a.a a taxi dispatch-
ing system. 
The scheduling algorithm was developed in two stages. 
In the first stage, no constraints on time of pickup or 
delivery were included. The resulting program, then, 
attempts to minimize total distance in a multi-vehicle, 
sinele passenger, point-to-point system. The objective 
function of algorithm is sol~ly the constrained minimiza-
tion of total distance. The second stage extended the 
distance saved approach by including time constraints on 
passenger pickup times. This model appears to be closer 
to the type of system applicable to real-time problems and 
is based on the distance saved approach developed in the 
first stage. 
This chapter discusses the approach selected for the 
problem, the file structure used, and the program structure 
of the current model; the time-constrained real-time model. 
Ex~ples illustrating the use of this program are presented 
·in the next chapter. A users·guide and program listing 
including a list of variables is provided in Appendix B. 
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6, Approach s,1,cted 
Chapter III presents an introduction ot the develop-
ment of the vehicle scheduling problem. The approach 
selected for the development or the scheduling package 
presented in this thesis is the distance saved approach 
discussed in Chapter II under Dantzig and Ramser (2) 
Clarke and Wright ( 1) , and Tillman and Cochran ( 10). 
This approach to the multi-vehicle, single passenger, 
point-to-point scheduling problem has many advantages 
and disadvantages which are examined in Section D of this 
chapter. 
There are considerable differences between the sched-
uling problem presented by the authors above and the 
scheduling problem presented in this thesis. The specific 
problem for which algorithms were developed by the authors 
above was that of distributing goods from a single ware-
house to a number of customers. More than one customer 
could be serviced by a vehicle and the vehicles must return 
to the warehouse at the end of any trip. This is often 
referred to as a one-to-many system. Because of this 
mandatory return trip, the distance saV'~g. coefficie.nt 
.(calculated by computing the savings of adding another 
J 
' 
customer into a given route without returning to the 
warehouse between deliveries) represents true distance 
saved. The single passenger, point-to-point problem has 
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added the constraint that after Yiaitin~ a customer pickup, 
the next atop must be that customers delivery point. In 
addition, pickup runs do not necessarily originate trom a 
central site, nor, or course, must the vehicle return to 
that site. Thus, the distance saved coefficient does not 
represent true distance saved since it is based on a route 
the vehicle would never take. However, in a large system 
where enumeration of all possible routes is realistically 
impossible, the distance saved approach is a means of 
ordering scheduling priorities in a fast and efficient 
manner. Test runs using a single vehicle and five passen-
gers yield optimal results of minimizing total distance 
travelled in visiting each customer once and only once. 
Optimum results were found for this simple problem by 
exhaustive enumeration of all possible combinations of the 
vehicle's route. These results do indicate that this type 
of approach may have considerable merit in a real time 
situation such as the examples presented in this paper. 
Limitations to this type of approach which have been 
discovered in the course of development of the program are 
discussed in Section D of this chapter after an examination 
of the file structures and the program developed. 
The basic approach c~ be summarized in the following 
list. 
/ " 
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1. For each new customer, read the pickup and drop 
orr coordinates (ass11mmed here to be on a 100 units X 100 
unit grid), and the earliest and latest pickup times. 
2. Vehicles are initially scheduled to the closest 
" 
customers requesting the earliest pickup times. 
3. Distance saved coefficients are calculated from 
all scheduled customers to all unscheduled customers. The 
distance saved coefficient from customer 1 to customer j 
is generated by calculating the distance saved by adding 
customer j after customer i and then returning to the 
fictitious source point instead of returning to the source 
from i, then visiting j and again returning to the source. 
The equation describing the distance saved coefficient (DSC) 
is: 
where: 
d16 is the distance from the source to the drop off 
point of customer 1 
d8 j is the distance from the source to the pickup 
point of customer j 
dij is the distance from the drop off point of customer 
1 to the Eickup point of customer j. 
. . ~ . 
----- --
- ·---- .. ---· --- ' -- .... 
An example illustrating the calculation of the distance 
saved coefficient is presented in Figure 3.1. Note that 
the DSC matrix is unsymmetrical as opposed to the symmetrical 
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DROPOFF (1) 
PICKUP (1) 
_ PICKUP (j) 
PICKUP (i) 
SOURCE 
ADD CUSTOMER j to 1 ROUTE 
DROPOFF (i) 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ // 
\ / 
\ 
..,- / 
\ /, 
.. / 
/ 
DISTANCE SAVED COEFFICIENT: 
DSC (i,j) =dis+ d6 j - dij 
DROPOFF ( j) 
PICKUP (j) 
DROPOFF (j) 
FIGURE 3.1 ILLUSTRATION OF DSC CALCULATION 
' 
2? 
DSC matrix developed by Clarke and Wright, et.al. which ia 
presented in Chapter II. 
4. By the order of the distance saved coefficients, 
determine if the inclusion of the route from! to J meets 
the following constraints: 
' 
a. customer 1 is scheduled to some vehicle 
-
b. customer j is not scheduled to a vehicle 
c. the inclusion of customer j onto the existing route 
of which 1 is a part will meet the earliest and 
-
latest pickup time constraints of customer J. 
d. the inclusion of customer j onto the existing route 
of which i is a part will meet the earliest and 
-
latest pickup time constraints of every customer 
already on the existing route. 
5. If all constraints are met, add the! - J link to 
the existing vehicle route. 
( 
This ability to add customers anywhere in the route led 
l 
to the development of the bi-directional chaining file 
structure as discussed in the next section. 
B. File Structure 
I 
The current program was developed using GASPII, a 
Fortran based simulation language, to simulate file handling 
in a larger system. A brief introduction to GASPII is 
provided in Appendix A and the reader is encouraged to refer 
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to this Appendix !or a more complete understanding ot this 
section. 
Three basic files are used by the program. The first 
is a mandatory file in GASPII called the "Events File". 
This file schedules the events in a simulation and is of 
no importance here since the program is the only event 
called and is called only once. The events file is always 
labeled FILE 1 in GASPII. 
The second file is program generated and is called 
the "Vehicle File". Associated with each file are a series 
of attributes describing the entry in the file. In FILE 2 
(Vehicle File), these attributes are: 
l. Latest known X-coordinate 
2. Latest known Y-coordinate 
3. Distance to scheduled customer 
4. Vehicle number 
5. Scheduled customer number 
1ILE 3 is the "Customer File" and has associated with 
it the following attributes: 
..... 1 .. · X-coordinate,· · Pickup point 
2. Y-coordinate, Pickup point 
. ··.· :2! ... X-cqo~dinate, Drop off point 
~., ..... ,,C.,,~,•-•-•M,J,-, rnosoa ,_,_,,' 
~- 'M '" '•• .~ .. , ·''"' : ,~_,<.-Co<,'', 
4. Y-coordinate, Drop off point 
5. !apty 
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, 
6. Earliest allowed pickup time 
7. Latest allowed pickup time 
8. Customer number 
9. Empty 
10. Predecessor pointer 
11. Successor pointer 
12. Vehicle scheduled 
The ordering is as above because interactive GASPII 
requires all floating point numbers be listed first, 
followed by all fixed point numbers. 
The files have been structured to permit the descrip-
tion of a vehicle route in the following manner. Given a 
vehicle number, first the appropriate entry in the vehicle 
file is found.· Attribute 5 describes the first customer in 
the route. This customer entry is then found in the customer 
file and ''pulled'' into the program. 
''Pulling'' the entry into the program is done by calling 
the GASPII subroutine RMOVE which places the file attributes 
into the buffer storage vectors ATRIB (floating point) and 
JTRIB (fixed point). In addition to all necessary informa-
tion on the customer, there is also a pointer to the next 
customer on· the route. This pointer is attribute 11, labeled 
the sucessor pointer. The program can continue to pull the 
next entry until the successor pointer indicates that it 
30 
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is the end or a route. 
However, the problem approach selected is such that 
entries may be inserted anywhere in the tour, and so the 
tour lists must be bi-directional. Attribute 10 is the 
predecessor pointer and acts the same as attribute 11, but 
merely points to the predecessor instead of the successor. 
A schmatic representation of this chaining approach 
is presented in Figure 3.2. 
The example presented in the next chapter should 
clarify the use of the pointers in the program. 
The pointers used by the program are not the same 
pointers as used by GASPII in its record keeping activities. 
The discussion of GASP!! in Appendix A mentioned the abil-
ity of GASP!! to change the ordering of files, remove 
entries, or add entries through the use of a pointing 
system similar to that used by this program. However, to 
avoid confusion, the two pointer systems are kept separate 
and the program deals only with the pointers described in 
this section. 
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Vehicle 1 
Scheduled 
Customer 
...._, .... Customer I, ... _.,,--.... 
/ 
Vehicle 
File 
'!Ione_,,, Predecessor 
Customer Successor ..--+---).-. Customer J ,,,,, File 
-------Predecessor 
Successor -· 
~ Customer K 
Predecessor....----------------------1 
Successor ) None· , (End of Tour) 
VEHICLE 1 TOUR= I - J - K - STOP 
J ,] 
FIGURE 3.2 SGhematic Illustrating a Bi-directio·nal Chain-ing Technique 
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CI Program Structure 
Thie section is provided to present a general outline 
of the subroutines developed in the program and the func-
tions the system is currently capable of handling. A 
flowchart of each subroutine is presented with the dis-
cussion of the subroutine. 
The program was developed as a small scale model of 
a large system and currently is capable of handling only 
fifty (50) customers and fifty (50) vehicles at one time. 
The system is designed to operate in an on-line mode on 
the CDC6400 computer using Scope 3.4.1 and is written in 
FORTRAN 6.3. 
The first subroutine encountered in the program is 
called MAIN. Before MAIN is reached, GASPII requests 
information on whether output will be printed at the 
central site and if so, under what name, etc. The remain-
• 
ing GASPII data needed is read from a data file currently 
labeled GE'rREC and is entered into the program automatically. 
Subroutine MAIN offers the user the choice of (currently) 
eleven routines: 
1) Enter a customer request for pickup (NEW) 
2) A customer has been delivered to his destination 
(DROPOFF) 
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3) Print all current schedules (GENRATE) 
4) Print the next event for a particular 
vehicle (SCHED) 
5) Initial entry of vehicles and customers 
( INITIAL) 
6) List the attribute descriptions (LIST) 
7) Print all current files (FILES) 
8) Print this list to the user (HELP) 
9) End the program (END) 
Usually, the user would first call INITIAL to provide 
the system with working data, and therefore, this routine· 
will be discussed first. 
III - l INITIAL 
Routine INITIAL reads the current vehicle positions 
and collects data on known customer information. A 
generalized flowchart is depicted in Figure 3.3. SETUP 
interfaces between the user and the system to gather 
initial vehicle and customer data. The data required by 
the system is the following: 
l. The current time 
2. The number of vehicles aval'lable. 
3. For each vehicle, the coordinates of its present 
location. 
4. For each customer, the coordinates of his pickup 
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point, the coordinates of hie dropoff point, and 
the earliest and latest allowed pickup times. 
After all data is collected, INITIAL provides an 
initial route from all vehicles to the customers request-· 
ing the earliest pickup times. These initial routes are 
then locked into the program. CUSTSm is used to move all 
scheduled customers from the unscheduled customer file 
(FILE 4) to the scheduled customer file (FILE 3). From 
every scheduled customer (FILE 3) to every unscheduled 
customer (FILE 4), the distance saved coefficient is 
calculated using the center of the customer grid as the 
assumed return point. This process is done in the sub-
routine DSCGEN. All possible customer inclusions into 
existing routes are then examined by the subroutine TEST 
by looking first at the highest distance saved coefficient, 
then the second highest, etc. Each possible inclusion is 
tested to determine if all customers on the new route meet 
the time constraints provided by the customers on the new 
route. Given M scheduled customers and N unscheduled 
customers, this procedure would seem to require M x N exam-
inations, but this is not generally the case since once a 
route inclusion is found which meets the time constraj_~ts, 
. -·-. -· 
. . --~ ~ --- - _,... ' . --· --·- . ---- -- ,,-. - .... -..,~,- . 
. . . 
any other route to that customer need no longer be con-
sidered. M x N examinations is the maximum number of tests 
which could be conducted while N is the minimum number 
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which could be made if the !irst test made always meet 
the constraints. 
The result ot the INITIAL routine is a current work-
ing file of all vehicles in the Vehicle File (FILE 2), 
all scheduled customers in the scheduled Customer File 
(FILE 3), and all customers not scheduled immediately to 
a vehicle in the unscheduled Customer File (FILE 4). 
.... 
~· 
"'·"._" 
.,.·.,: ' 
-··· •'' ,··1o' ,-.•~ • .,•,-•• '" o•• .. ~•- ~- • • • 
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E?rrER THE rroMBER 
1 
OF 
VEHICLES 
(NCABS) 
!lCABS 
1 
ENTER THE PRESE?rl' 
X & Y COORDINATES OF 
EACH VEHICLE 
00 
ENTER PICKUP AND 
DROPOFF COORDINATE.S 
OF 
CUSTOMERS AND EARLIEST 
AND LATEST ALLOWED PICKUP TIMES 
>--~-No~~--
YES 
CALL INITIAL 
CALL CUSTSET 
1 1 
NUMBER OF 
SCHEDULED CUSTOMERS 
CALL --TEST 
RETURN 
INITIAL SCHEDULES VEHICLES TO CLOSEST 
CUSTOMERS WITHIN TIME 
CONSTRAINTS 
CUSTSET sms UP THE \Vd~KING CUSTOMER FILES 
TEST FINDS HIGHEST DSC 
VALUE AND TESTS TIME 
CONSTRAINTS 
Figure 3.3: INITIAL Flowchart 
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III - 2. 
The routine called NE\¥ collects data on a new customer 
request and attempts to revise an existing schedule to 
include this request again using the distance saved coef-
ficient as means of determining where this new customer 
beat fits. When NEW is specified as the next command, the 
subroutine REQUEST is called. REQUF,ST asks the user to 
enter the pickup and drop off coordinates and the earliest 
and latest allowed pickup times of the new customer. The 
customer entry is stored in the unscheduled customer file 
(FILE 4). Since every pairing from any scheduled customer 
(FILE 3) to this new customer is possible, the DSC matrix 
is revised to include the distance saved coefficient from 
every entry in FILE 3 to this new entry by calling the 
subroutine NEWDSC. 
Any customer scheduled as the next pickup for a par-
ticular vehicle will always remain scheduled to that 
vehicle, i.e., the vehicle to first customer link is 
''locked-in'' to the vehicle schedule. Any other customer-
to-next customer link is subject to rerouting by inserting 
a new customer between these two customers. All possible 
pairings are then examined in the order of the distance 
saved coefficients and checks are made on the time con-
straints of the new paths in the subroutine TEST. 
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The generalized flowchart of NEW is diagrammed in 
The resulting output is a revised working file or 
all vehicles in the Vehicle File (File 2), all previous 
scheduled customers and the new customer (if an inclusion 
is found) in the scheduled Customer File (File 3), and all 
previous customers and the new customer (if applicable) 
not scheduled immediately to a vehicle in the unscheduled 
Customer File (File 4) 
START 
READ PICI{UP & DROPOFF 
COORDINAT:&s, EARLI:E.ST & 
LAT:E.ST PICKUP TIM:&s 
CALL NEWDSC -----
CALL T:E.ST 
----- -
RETURN 
NEWDSC revises the DSC 
matrix to include coef-
ficients from all 
scheduled customers to 
the new entry 
TEST FINDS THE HIGHEST 
DSC VALU:&s FOR PAIRINGS 
INCLUSION AND T:E.STS 
TIME CONSTRAINTS 
Figure 3.4: NEW Flowchart 
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III - 3. DROPOFF 
When a customer is delivered to his destination, that 
customer is removed from the scheduled customer file by 
calling the subroutine DROPOFF. The customer number is 
entered by the user and the customer file entry is found 
and removed. JTRIB (11) is the scheduled successor and 
this successor customer entry is updated to indicate the 
predecessor is now the vehicle to which the dropoff customer 
was scheduled. The vehicle file entry is also updated to 
indicate the successor as the next customer scheduled. 
If no successor exists, a successor is found from the 
Unscheduled Customer File (customers not scheduled direct-
ly to a vehicle) by determining the closest customer which 
meets the time constraints. This process is done in the 
subroutine NEWCUST. If the newly scheduled customer (suc-
cessor entry) was not previously in FILE 3, the DSC matrix 
is updated to include this as a possible link to customers 
remaining in FILE 4 by calling DSCGEN and new inclusions 
are attempted by calling TEST again. Finally, the new 
schedule is automatically printed by calling SCHED for the 
scheduled vehicle. 
The resulting output of the routine DROPOFF is a 
revised vehicle File linking the new customer to the 
vehicle previously scheduled to the dropoff customer and 
a revised scheduled Customer File (FILE 3) with the dropoff 
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customer deleted and the successor customer entry updated. 
Figure 3.5 presents the generalized flowchart or 
this routine. 
YES 
STAln' 
READ CUSTOMER 
NUMBER 
FIND AND RD!OVE 
THE CUSTOMER 
ENI'RY 
FIND AND RDIOVE 
THE VEHICLE 
ENTRY 
NO 
CALL 
NEWCUST - - - -
UPDATE THE VEHICLE 
,,. NEWCUST FINDS A NEW 
SUCCESSOR FOR THIS 
VEHICLE 
---~ ENTRY 
RE'l'URN 
YE 
REMOVE AND UPDATE 
THE SUCCESSOR 
CUSTOMER ENTRY 
CALL TEST --- .-
CALL SCHED .- - - -
RE'l'URN 
TEST attempts to include 
any new pairing possi-
bilities within the 
time constraints· 
SCHED writes the sched-
ules vehicle next 
customer schedule 
Figure 3.5: DROPOFF Flowchart 
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III - 4. SCHED 
SCHF!D is called to print the next customer schedule or 
any vehicle. The routine calls the subroutine also named 
SCHED which requests only the vehicle number for which a 
schedule is desired. If the vehicle file entry exists, 
the entry is located and the customer number of the schedul-
ed customer (JTRIB (5)) is recorded. If a customer entry 
exists, the entry is located and removed and the customer 
information is displayed to the user • 
• 
No changes are made to any of the 
is called. The flowchart of SCHED is presented in 
Figure 3.6. 
STA.RT 
READ THE VEHICLE 
NUMBER 
FIND AND REMOVE 
THE VEHICLE 
FILE ENTRY 
FIND AND REMOVE 
THE SCHEDULED 
CUSTOMER ENTRY 
WRITE THE 
CUSTOMER INFORMATION 
TO THE USER. . C 
RETURN 
. . . .. -., - ,, ". . ., .... ' 
Figure 3.6: SCHED Flowchart 
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III - 5. GEHR.ATE 
SCHED outputs the nert customer scheduled to a par-
ticular vehicle, but it is sometimes necessary to know the 
complete existing schedule of a vehicle. GENRATE prints 
out all existing schedules and calculates the total distance 
traveled by a vehicle. The output is a separate schedule 
for each vehicle with no changes made to the existing files. 
Figure 3.7 depicts the generalized flowchart of this 
routine. 
1 
START 
NUMBER OF 
VEHICLES 
1 
FIND A1ID Rn10VE 
THE VEHICLE 
FILE ENTRY 
FIND AND Rn10VE 
THE FIRST CUSTOMER 
FIND AND REMOVE 
~YES------~ THE NEXT CUSTOMER 
CALCULATE THE 
DISTANCE 
TRAVELED 
WRITE THE 
VEHICLE SCHEDULE 
RRI'URN 
Figure 3. 7: GENRATE Flowchart 
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ENTRY 
III - 6. FII,~ 
FII,ES writes out the existing Vehicle File (FILE 2) 
scheduled and unscheduled Customer Files (FILE 3 and 
• FILE 4) by calling the GASPII subroutine MONTR. Thie 
routine •as written by the authors of GASr!I but modified 
to allow results to be printed at the printer or the ter-
minal or both. The existing distance-saved coefficient 
matrix is also printed. 
No flowchart of this routine is included because of 
its relative simplicity. 
III - 7. LIST 
The routine LIST is an information routine which lists 
a description of the attributes of each file. 
III - 8. HELP 
HELP displays to the user a brief description of the 
routines available to the user and the call word required 
to execute the corresponding routine. The routine resides 
in the subroutine titled MAIN within the program. 
III - 9 •. END 
If the routine END is specified by the user, the 
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program is returned to GASP with an end-of-run indicator 
(HSTOP) set to -1 indicating that the program is to be 
terminated. END is called from MAIN and returns the pro-
gram to GASP which returns the program to the principle 
III - 10. TEST 
TEST is not a user routine, but is the principle 
scheduling routine called by many of the user routines and 
is, therefore, discussed in some detail. 
TEST uses the distance saved coefficient matrix as 
a means of ranking priorities of possible customer pairings 
into existing routes. The subroutine can be called any-
time the DSC matrix holds current distance saved coefficient 
values. A generalized procedure of the steps taken by 
the subroutine is: 
1. Find the largest distance saved coefficient value. 
2. If the largest value is -9999 or smaller, go to 
step 9. 
3. The distance saved coefficient is labeled the 
IHOLD..JHOLD link value. It is the expected 
savings of adding JHOID as the stop aft-er IHOLD 
on an existing route. Find the !HOLD entry in 
the scheduled vehicle file (FILE 3). 
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I.+. Through the existing route chains, find the first 
. 
customer in the route and add the cumulative time 
through customer IHOLD. 
5. Add the time of the JHOLD trip and determine if 
the time constraints of earliest and latest pickup 
times are met. If not, find the next highest DSC 
value and return to step 2. If so, go to step 6. 
6. Add the new time of the remaining route with the 
addition of the IHOLD-JHOLD link and determine 
if the trip to each customer already on the route 
still meets that customers time constraints. If 
so, go to step 7. If not, find the next highest 
DSC value and go to step 2. 
7. Update the pointers in the scheduled vehicle 
file (FILE 3) to include the JHOLD customer and 
generate the distance saved matrix from this 
customer to any unscheduled customers. 
8. Go to step 1. 
9. End the subroutine as all possible routes have 
been included or failed to~meet time constraints. 
A flowchart of subroutine TEST is given in Figure 3.8 
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/ 
FIND THE NEXT HIGHEST 
DSC VALUE 
... 
START 
FIND THE HIGHEST DISTANCE SAVED COEFFICIENT VALUE DSC (IHOLD,JHOLD) 
(IHOLD, JHOLD) ~ -9999 
NO 
FIND THE FIRST 
CUSTOMER IN THE 
!HOLD ROUTE 
ADD THE TIME . THROUGH CUSTOMER 
IHOLD 
ADD.THE TIME INCLUDING CUSTOM--ER JHOLD 
A 
Figure 3.8: TEST Flowchart 
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NO 
ADD THE TIMF,S THROUGH THE REMAINING 
CUSTOM.ERS ON THE 
EXIST I NG ROUTE 
ALL CUSTOMERS TIME CONSTRAINTS 
MEI'? 
ADD THE NEV/ CUSTOMER JHOLD TO THE EXISTING ROUTE 
UPDATE THE DSC MATRIX TO INCLUDE 
JHOLD AS A SCHEDULED CUSTOMER 
Figure 3.8: TEST Flowchart 
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D. 
The intent or this thesis was not to develop a complete 
working model or an on-line, multi-vehicle, point-to-point 
dispatching system, but rather to develop a pseudo-model 
of such a system to exam1ne problem areas which would 
require more develoJll!ent in the structuring of such an 
on-line dispatching system. As a result of this intent, 
the program is limited in its capabilities, but it does 
illustrate a possible approach to the dispatching algorithm 
for the overall system described above. Several tests 
were conducted with the program developed which illustrate 
strengths and weaknesses of the distance saved approach to 
solving the dispatching problem, but these areas are dis-
cussed in Chapter V, Areas of Future Study. This section 
is devoted to discussing specific weaknesses designed or 
discovered within the computer aided dispatching program 
developed. 
Some of the limitations of this problem are: 
1. Distance saved coefficient matrix. Because of 
limited core space available, t~e distance saved coefficient· 
matrix is limited in this program to 50 x 50 allowing, then, 
a maximum of fifty customers within the system. This 
could be altered, however, since distance saved coefficients 
are calculated only from scheduled customers to unscheduled 
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customers. The same mntrix, then could handle a maximum 
of fifty scheduled and fifty unscheduled cuetomera, or up 
to one hundred customers at any one time. 
2. Initial scheduling and initial ''lockset'' condition. 
The initial vehicle to customer schedule is currently made 
by considering only the customers requesting the earliest 
pickup times and using an untested algorithm to make the 
initial assignments such that total distance of the vehicles 
to these customers is minimized. In small problems, this 
algorithm yields optimal results, but its use in larger 
problems is questionable. Also, once customers are assign-
ed directly to a vehicle, that condition is '' locked-in'' 
as the vehicle source to a customer is not considered a 
possible pairing for consideration in the routing scheme. 
3. No ''lockset'' condition. In the work of Schruben 
and Clifton (8) , when a link was included into a route, 
no linking was thereafter allowed to break that link; 
a condition which they refer to as a ''lockset'' condition. 
In an on-line system, new customers may be added to the 
system, thereby creating the possibility of a route 
being modified by inserting a new customer between two 
scheduled customers in seeking the optimal results. The 
only limitations for customer insertion now is that time 
constraints not be broken,. and route insertions could also 
lead away from optimal results. This is a very important 
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point, and is d1ecueaed in further detail in the next chap-
ter under the section titled ''Teet Results." 
4. No~-recovery fr~m 
1
errors. As written currently, 
the program cannot recover from GASPII file handling errors, 
such as attempting to find a file which should be in the 
system. The correction of this problem would require 
minor changes within GASPII allowing the user to recover 
and add corrections. Related to this is also the minor 
problem of allowing corrections for mistyped data in the 
initial data entry, a routine unavailable at the present. 
5. Limited activities available. The program is 
limited to a very few possible activities related in 
information addition, deletion, or transformation. More 
-
activities such as the deletion of a given customer, 
closer monitoring of vehicle location, unexpected customer 
pickups, etc. should be made available to the user. 
6. Proey
1
am size. The existing program requires 
54,000 (octal) workd for loading, but most student author-
izations are limited to 50,000 (octal). This problem 
should be remedied with the deletion of many.of the 
statistical collection arrays of GASPII unused by the 
program. 
There are, of course, many undiscovered problem areas 
in this type of program, but the program is capable of 
52 
handling small achedu.ling and dispatching problems. The 
next chapter presents a sample problem illustrating the 
necessary input information and resulting program results. 
A section is also devoted to the discussion of several 
example problems illustrating the inherent faults of the 
distance saved approach in this type of problem. 
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IV Example Problem and Teat Results 
This chapter presents a small example problem illus-
trating the functions available to the user in developing 
dispatching schedules. The problem is described below: 
At the time of 7:00 A.M., there are three (3) vehicles 
and seven(?) known customers. 
request times are given below: 
The customer locations and 
I1~ITIAL PROBI,EM: 
Number of vehicles= 3 
Present vehicle locations: 
(50.,50.) (50.,50.) (50. ,50.) 
Number of customers= 7 
PICKUP DROPOFF 
(80.00,90.00) (80.00,30.00) (56.00,58.00) (41.00,38.00) (26.00,68.00) (62.00,20.00) (32.00,20.00) (92.00,20.00) (59.00,14.00) (29.00,14.00) (32.00,18.00) (80.00,54.00) (80.00,60.00) (80.00,30.00) 
EARLIEST 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
B.oo 
7.30 
8.30 
10.15 
Figure 4.1 Initial Problem 
LATEST 
8.00 
7.30 
7.30 
9.00 
8.15 
9.00 
10.30 
All locations are given as X- and Y- coordinates in 
an assumed 100 units x 100 units grid • 
..... The-~-·program-·will·f·irst··ask for. input giving the job-
name under which printed output will be listed at the 
. 
central site if the line printed output is desired that 
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1 
.. 
thia output be obtained because more intoraation ie w1•itten 
to the outnut file than to the terminal tor error-checking • 
purposes. This initially requested information and sample 
answers are shown in Figure 4.2 • 
.. 
. 
i. 
WC)l.JLD YC>U LIKE THE RESULTS TC) BE PRINTED. YES PLl:ASE Et~T ER ·rHE JC)dNA J.~E FC)f? THE PR I t~TC>UT. GOGO I Et~'1ER THE JJAGE LI'J.IT fC>~ THE PRINT<>UT.64 
Figure 4.2 Job Control Information 
I 
The program then asks for the next command. The ipput 
here is one of the routines available as listed in section 
C of Chapter III. (Note - the command HELP will also give 
a list of available commands to the user). Since no data 
is in the system, the first routine called is INITIAL to 
provide the system with the vehicle and customer informa-
tion specified. Since the program is written in an inter-
active mode, the data is read into the computer through a 
series of answers to information requested by the computer. 
For this problem, the requests and responses are shown·in 
. 
- - --··' ·----------Figure 4.3. All user responses are underlined (as in all .... • • • • ••• 
., .,, •·• ,,·•· ·•~• M ,-, .,,·•, • ,-·~·,·e •••'• ,, , ., ·~··· ,- .,,..,... ·~-~--~,.......-a,~.-·:·..--,,-r---..-.,n~o •..--,--,,....-..""'--,'ll'"i~.;;.~-----·~<r-""''-'"lli''"" .. '"-'-'"'" 
further illustrations) • 
' ' 
' 1 . 
• 
• 
NEXT C<JMMAND--- It-: IT I AL 
INITIAL •••• 
TH IS RC>UT I NE BATCH ENTERS VEHICLES AND CUSTOMERS. ALL f J LES ARE CLEARED TC> I NITI Al .. lZE. 
DC> YCJU r~lSH TC) C<>NTINUE IS THIS RC>UTINE.YES 
EN1Erl THE CCX>RDINATES C>F SC>URCE PC>INT ••• 50.,50. 
EN1ER PRESENT TI~E ••• 7.00 
• 
ENTER THE NU.''4BER C>F VEHICLES.3 
Figure· 4.3 SaJDple of INITIAL Routine 
• 
• 
The program then generates the information it has 
received back to the user. It also displays to the user 
the initial vehicle assignments it has made using a routine 
which attempts to find an assignment minimizing total 
distance to the customers requesting the earliest pickups • 
. ~·· 
._i'his information is shown in Figure 4. 4. 
_ ............ ~. 
-----··-·------~--~--~-----~--~---~·:---···-The program next· shifts to the scheduling routine which 
. 
••·•--,-~ ~''K----·-·~, ••~,-~-,-••'·,--••«••• ··-----~-~--~~~- ,,o ·- '~· ••"'o•• •-• '•·- • 
attempts to schedule any unscheduled customers. Every 
., considerat·1on made is presented to the user with the reason 
for this pairing candidates rejection or ~cceptance into 
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Et~lER PRESENT Cl><>RDil~ATES ClF VEHICLE 1.50. ,50. EN1ER PRESEtlT C()C)RD1N1'.TES <>F VEHICLE 2.50.,50. 1:Nl'ER PRESEl~T CClt>RDI!~ATES <>F VEHICLE 3.50. ,50. EN'fE~ THE CUSTC>MER INF<>RMATIC)N REQUESTED TI1.\ES ARE ENTERED Clt~ A 24-HC>UR CLC)CK EXA~'.PLE- 8•30 A.11. WC>Ul .. D BE 8.30 3 • 4 5 P • )Ji • WC> U LO B E 1 5 • 4 5 TI> END THE LIST, ENTER A NEGATIVE NUMBER CUSTC)MER NU1~BER 1 PICKUP C(X)RDif\jATES ••• eo. ,90. DRClPClFF CC)C)RD I t~A TES ••• 80. • 30. EARLIEST ALLC)~'iED TI11:E ••• 0.00 LATEST ALL<),~ED TIJ.iE ••• 8.00 CUSTClt~ER l~UMBER 2 
PICKUP CCX)RDINATES ••• 56. ,58. DR<)P C)FF CC)C)RD IN A"f ES ••• 41 • , 38. l:ARL I EST A LLC)~i ED TI ~.1E ••• 0. 00 LATEST ALLC)VJED TI ~~E ••• 7. 30 CUSTC)J~ER N Ul·ABER 3 
P I CK Li P C CX) RD I N ATES ••• 2 6 • , 6 8 • DRC)PC} FF C()()R DI NA TES ••• 62. , 20. 
· EARL I EST A LL ()~'JED TI }.1 E ••• 0. 00 LATEST ALLC)v4ED TI~,1E ••• 7 .30 CUST()/1.ER N U1~BER 4 PICKUP CCX)RDitJATES ••• 32. ,20. DRC)PC) FF CC)CJRD I NA TES ••• 92. , 20. EARLIEST ALL()WED TIME ••• 8.00 LATEST ALLC)VJED TI~~E ••• 9.00 CUSTC)MER NU11.BER 5 
. PICKUP C(X)RDINATES ••• 59., 14. DR()P() FF CC)C)RD I NAT ES ••• 29. , 1 4. EARL! EST ALLC)v·~ED TIME ••• 7. 30 · LATEST ALL()~iEC1 TJ]v\E •• • B. 15 CUSTC)~~ER I·~UMBER 6 P I CK UP C C)() RD IN ATES ••• 3 2 • , 1 8 • DRC)PC)FF C()()RD I NA TES ••• 80. , 54. EARLIEST ALLC)WED Tii~E ••• 8.30 LATEST ALLC)~'/ED TI ~~E ••• 9. 00 
·------ CUSTC)MER NUMBER 7 
PICKUP C()()RDINATES ••• 80. ,60. 
----
. - . - --- - ·-
- -·. - . 
- - ·- ........ - . ·- . 
IJRClP()FF CC){)RD I NAT ES ••• 80 ._, 30. 
' .... ,. ' ·····~ .· .. - . ··-·· .. . ...... , . ··-.·· -,-··--·--.. -· .. -, .. - ........ _, .. ·,-'•""'": EARL.IES-T ALLC)ViED TI~fE. •-• 10. 15 LATEST ALL(J~'JED TilfiE • •• 10·.30 ~ .. ~=~---L--------~-~------------------·----- -- - . -----C~OSTC)MER l\JUMBER -- 8 .. _;~:~:: __ ..... . 
--·---·---·-· .- ··------·· . 
, PICKUP CC)C)RD Il'~A-tES .·:. -1 
! 
------=1-------,--·----------- .. . 
,-. ------···•-··_.- • • --·••·-·---- ... , .. •• ·-•w•-• .. -~---·~--·----·-•-•-•-----•·--- --•·-' ---·-·--.--·~-""·•-•." •N·------ • ' ·• --~- •·-··• • • ·• • •·. •·•·•--·- ··-, ' ,, 
°Figul'e 4.3 - Cont'd. Sample of INITIAL Routine 
. " 
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• 
NUJ.,bEJ( C>F \ EH lCLE~ A\JILAELE• • • ... 
• 
.. VEHICLE ~Cl. I 15 t·c;w Al < ~ r • c~o·, 50. ro > · ~ 
VEHJCLE NC~. 2 15 1' (} rt }.1 C ~(. CO·, 50.LC) VEhlCLl:: NC!. 3 lS "(;" A1 (~(.f0,~U.(0) 
LRC:~<>FF EAJL·lES1 LA1Es·r 
"'UJlB ER ClF CUSTc;W.E~~ = i CUS1.<>lll:R P JCKuf, 
.. r 
• 
.l l J. E 11 ~· J::. 
I 
2 
'l· 
-
4 
5 
6 
7 
< 80 • t·o , c.,, c • r < > 
<5t.C0,56.(() 
t2t. (C·, eb. CC-) 
<32. rr, 2c. cc.> 
< 5 ~ • CO, 1 , • Ct. ) 
• 
< 3 2 • C·O, J t • CC: ) 
< 8 r. 00, 60 • r c > 
· (6(. (C',~0.(0) 
(.t! 1. r0,.3b.CO) 
< 6 2 • r c.,, 20. c·o > 
< 92. c·o·, 20. re> 
C 2S. CO, I 4. f 0) 
< oC·. C.O, 54. rC•) 
< 8 t • o r,·, ::. c. r o > 
C)PTI~1AL SC)LU1 l.C)N FCJF 1C)1 . .A.L D151.ANCE Iv.IN IJ.UM FC)UND FC)fi 1JN lTIAL Vf liICLE SCHEDULE. 
CLC)SE~1- ClJSTC)A1EP.S SCHf DUL[IJ---
VEH l CLE NC). I 
.•. 
(.((' 
(.CO 
(. co 
' "- • (0 
. ' - ,  C 
' . ..,; 
t • .3(; 
J <. 15 
"' 
-
---'.",----...• ~-:-- " 1---E-·. ·tt· ··· ·· ·1· c· t· E. N c, 2 --·· ----- - __ ..:Y- .. . • 1 C1 CU~1CJJJ ER NC;.·· 11 
............. ., ............... --·----------·----
Figure 4.4 Data Echo and Initial Assignment$ 
• 
b.ro 
9. (\J 
8. 15 
9. (U 
10 • .:,o 
# 
a route. For this problem, the scheduling attempte are 
presented in Figure 4.5. Ao can be seen, the program 
required twenty-two teeto to attempt scheduling four 
customers and a schedule was never found in which customer 
number 7 was included, all for the reason of a vehicle 
arriving too early or too late. 
This concludes the initial data entry into the program. 
A complete schedule of all vehicles is generated by re-
questing the new command of GENRATE. A sample schedule 
for Vehicle 2 is given in Figure 4.6. 
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CUST<>MER :, T<> CUS1C>1J,Ek 5 N<>1 lNCLUUEL 1 I AiE= 8 .61 lEARL= 7f .. ~r, TL>1 E= 8. 2~ cus1·c)Ml:R I 1 () CUS1 ()J.',ER 5 N<J1 lNCLULEL 1 JME= Y.2i 11:.ARL= 7,.50 TLJ1E=- E.25· CUST<>Nl:R .: l<l CU51Cl1JEh 6 NC>1 lNCLULEL 1l~E= ~.rr 1EARL= 8.~0 TL>1E= ~.CG CUSTC>ME:A I l C! CUS1Cl1'.f H 7 NC)l 11\CLLLJEL 1 l IA E = 9 • .: 3 TEAR L=- 1 0'. 2 5 TL> 1 E = l O • 5 f NEh !,CHE:L1lJLE A[DED· ••• cus1·c)Aff. .3 1() CUSTC;~'ER , .••• CUSTC)~~ER 3 1 () cu 51 ()A~E-h' 5 r~c~1 l NCLLlJEL 1 l t,, E = ts • t) I 11:A R L = 7 • b O '1-LJ 1 E = t • 2: CUSTCJ1l.E:R A 1C) CUS1C>i<Ef;. 5 t~CJ1 l~CLUUEL 111'', E= I u. 56 11:.AR L= 7 1.~ C· ·rLA 1 E=- b. 2~ CUSTC)~'iER 1 1Cl CUS1C)1J1FR 5 NC:1 lNCLl.Jl.JEL 1 Ji',tE= S;. 27 1 E:ARL= ?·. :>0 TLJ1 E= t. 2 ~ CUSTCJ1/ER 4 TC) CUS1C)~'f h i NC)1 JNCLUDEL 1 I 1l E = I C • , f 1 E:A R L = I O • 2 5 T LA 1 E = , 1 C • 5 C CUSTC)l,1ER .3 1 C) CU 51 CJ 1v1 ER 6 N CJ1 1 NCLlJ LEL 11ME= 9.CO TlARL= 8.~0 TLA1E~ 9.0( CUSTCJ1v1ER 1 TC) CU 51 C) ~i FR 7 NC)1 l NCLUVEL 1 I~'E= Y • .:-: 1EARL=I 0.~5 TLJ1E= tlC .5C CUSTC)i/iER 2 1 C) CUS1CJi~FR 6 NC;1 lNCLl.JOED 1livtE= i.95 1E:ARL= 8'.~C TLP.1E= 9.rc CUSTC)MER t; 1 C) CUS1C)~IER 6 l~C)1 INCLULEL· 11~/E=JJ.r·r 1EARL= 8.~o TLAlE= ~.cc CU ST C> 1.-, ER 1 1 C) CU 51 CJ lvi ER 6 N CJ 1 l NC LU DEL 11ME= 9.(6 1lARL= 8.~0 TLA1E: 9.rc tJE~'1 5CHE1.JULE ACC·ED •· •• CUSTC)J:EF.: 2 1CJ CUSTC)1ftER - 5'.'•. NEV\ SCHE!JULE ADDED 1•• •• CU51C)fv·.EF 5 1C) CUSTC;~:ER 6 1•• •• CUSTC)MER 6 1 C) CUS1 C)11if Ft 7 I~CJ1 J NCLU DEC 1 l tv, E = 9 • i 7 1 I:.A R L:: J O·. 2 5 TL A 1 E: 1 0 • 5 r CUSTC)NiER 4 1C) CUS1C)11ER i rJC)1 lt~CLUDEL· 1l}AE=1c·.,o 1EARL=J0·.25 TLA1E= 1]0.5C CU ST C) MER 1 1 CJ CU S 1 CJ lvi EB 7 tJ C) 1 1 r~ CL U D ED 1 IME= 9.33 TlARL:J0·.25 TLP11E= 1(:.5( CUSTC)Jv1ER :;. TC) CUS1 CJlvi ER 7· NC:·T I NCLlJDEL: 11 r.~E= 9. 23 1 E:AHL= I O·. 25 TLP.1 E= il O. 5C CUSTC)b1ER 5 1·c) CUS1C)MER 7· }JC)1 l~i.cLUDED 
- 1 ltl1E= 9.i3 .. T'tAR-L-~lOt.25 TLP.1E: i1C.5C: CUSIC)7\{·E-R-- z ---1 tJ-euS1 C).M-rn-~---, NC)1 . lNCLUD·ED_--,.., __ ~-------,-;,.~-.... ~·"-'-·=-, •.. -.-::-:-::, . ., ,,.::-:-.-.. _.-. -:--:-..... ---=. ·· .. ,--:--.,_ .. .-~ 
-
-
. 1 llvlE= 8.23 T'E:ARL=JQt.25 TLA1E= :l0.5:0 
__ J\J .. C-l--Al}D JT l-C~!~k--,~EDU LE.S /tLL<l ~'~ED.__ cf-C)UTJI·~ E EijPf!./• ! .. ·~-· _·. 1 -----·--·-·---·---·--------~-~---------·-·------- -· .. ' ' . - ,' -- EI\J.D I NI ~l 1'~L i• • • -=- - . ·-
. ,. '' .... ~ .. ,·_, ... ., ....... ' 
' . . 
Figure 4.5 Acceptance/Rejection Reasoning 
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NEXT C(),1lNAND-·-GENF<ATE I 
' 1 l~·t:·r· ;_ .. ,. .. ~---, .... :,; ~.:.~. ! .,· I I 
. 
. I i 
I 
; 
I • 
! 
i 
; 
1-.·,. 
.... _,...,..,·t,..; •' .:;,-< •o; ;,,,\,.,.,. L O ' 
- 0 ,·, ! ~ I 
'\ 
·C.c:cJ..P..lJlNA1 ES C~F SCJU RCE 
<5 c,.c;ic,. ,.5.c. re> 
. . . .. 
.. 
• 
y·+:+:.,* ii· -J-· .;-; .. -I* 7,. ~ -J -; '*·** +~ -Jr,.,. *·--l-+-91, of.· -I -I~ -1. "I· -I ,, ·1 "i- * ., . ..,_~~-#·-I * ., . ., -J· 11 1 * *91·1 "I ., *"' * ·VEhlCLE SCHEDULE \EhlLLE ~U~BER 1 
CUSTCJ1,\F:R Pl CK UP 
-N'U'MflE"Ft .. ··i- ~ · "'·C.J~CJR.D I NP.T.ES I . . . 
. . • i 
I 
i 
I 
S()~RCE Tf) - 3 
lJRC: PC) FF 
CClC)liD l N ~.1 E: 5 
E-ARLlEST LJ.1E-S1 
11iE 1l~E 
( 2 6,. (50· , 6·8 • r c > < .6 2 • t·o , 2 c·. c c > o.ro ,.30 
\ r _,_4 C 32. C{"Y., 2:C .: CC) (92. r.r·, ·20. CO> a.:tc 9.0C 
• 
4 . 1'() SCJU·HCE I • 
. !· .... 
• 
rlC)lAL ulS1ANCl LE!-5 
RE.1URN 1C> SClU ICE 
1·c)TAL DlS1ANCl: JNtLUlJltJv Rt.1 U Rl'J 1 Cl SClU I Cf 
u l~i, ANCi:. 
11ME 
.;u. re 
Ou.c~ 
;;o.rc 
ou.oc 
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• 
At any time, the next event tor a vehicle can be 
generated by calling the routine SCHED. This type of 
information is necessary for the vehicle communications 
• 
control system in a real-time model and, thus, has been 
included in this pseudo-system. Figure 4.7 gives the 
output of requesting the next scheduled event of Veliicle 3. 
The only information given is for the immediate customer 
for a vehicle. 
.... - . 
NEXT CC) IYNF.t~D--SCHELJ 
'VEHICLF NUVBER.3 
NEX1 PICKUP FCJR \EHJCLE 3 CUSTCJ1v1ER NUi:BER 2 
PICKUP= C 56'. co, 58. re;) VRC)P()f F-= < 411. CO', 38. f O) EARL1ES1 Tlk~= 0.00 LA1ES1 11AE: ].:o 
,· "I -J *·~ *-J--J.-:~-;. 'i *' "I Y*"I 'i<}1 * ++-1-~-,..~ -A·***' .... -; -i *~·"'}.· .;~+-t*-1~1.·1--1~;. *-J·-r-f·-1 * ENTER' 'A l~Er, \EHJCLE l''4Ulw.BER c;i_ C <2.ERC)) 1·c; ENL VEHICLE NUMBlR.C 
Figure 4.7 Sample ~f SCHED Routine 
• 
In our demonstration problem,. two new service requests 
were ma.de by potential · custome~s. · The routine. cfaIIed ___ NEw··---- -----·-------------~---~ 
--
-· 
~===~~==~~-~~-~~~;equests~=--n~---~-=;~~~-:~ --··-~------··----------·-----------·-· .•. ' . 
-
. 
' 
' . 
this problem, the information requested by the.system for 
these two new customers is shown in Figure 4.8 · C 
_ 
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NEXT C<>J~~AtJD·-NEn 
REOUl:SD •• 
REOUES1 ••• 
PI CKlJP PCl JN1 '• •• 32. 1,tiO. ORC>PC}FF PC> JN1 '• •• 56 • 1, 98. EARLJES1 Tl~'E. ALL<)l~lu ••• SJ.50 
LA TEST 11 ~~E A LL<>t,ED' ••• IO. 1 O 
; +* A"J1 E1',P1- lNC.. 1·c> GEt~l:RA1E ~E~, SChrLJULES' ••• CUSTClh~l:R o 1C) CUS1C)1l1Ef.: 7 N<l1 11'4CLUlJEL 1Jlr\E= <;.7i T~RL=I0.~5 TLJa,1E= 1C.5C CUSTClME:R ~ 1C) CUS1ClM~Ji 7 NC;1 lNCLuLEL 1 11J. E = 1 C • -, 0 1 E: AR L= I C'1• ~ 5 T l}.1 E: 1 0 • 5C· CUSTCJMER J 1C) CUS1CJ~1Eh i t~C)1 jNCLUDEL 1 I ~{E= Y. ~.; 1 l:ARL= 1 0 .25 TLJ.1 E=- ,1 r. 5( CUSTC)~\£:R .3 1 c; CUS1 C)~1f h 7 NC)1 I NCLLDEL 
.. l lN,E= <.t. 23 1 EARL= 1 O'. ~ 5 1'L}1 E= 10. 5C CUSTC)k',ER 6 TC) CUS1C>WEf-: 8 NC;1 lNCLUDEL 1 I t' E = 1 u • 5 8 1 l:A R L = 9 , • 8 3 T LP.1 E = 1 C • 1 ·, CUSTClMER 5 TC) CUS1C)1J,ER 8 NC:1 lNCLlJDEC· 11~,E= S.·.66 1EARL= 9·.b3 TLP.1E= lG. Ji CUSTC)WER 2 TC) CUS1C)1/FR 8 NC)1 INCLUDEL: 111l,E= b.~r 1EARL= 9·.83 TL.A.'lE: 1r.1·, CUSTC)lvlER 5 TC) CUS1C)MER 7 I"1CJ1 :JNClUDE[) 11W1E= 9.73 1t.ARL=10t.25 TLP.1E= 10.5( CUSTC)WiER 2 TC) CUS1C>1v<Efi 7 I~CJ1 INCLUDEL· 1 I ~\E= 8.: 3 1 EARL= J 0 1.25 TLJ..1 E= 1l C. 50 CUSTC)/~4ER 4 1 CJ CU 51 C)lvtE R 8 t-IC)1. -lNCLlJDEC· '"l 1 h, E = 1 l • 4 1 1 EARL= 9 ·• b 3 . T L/..1 E = 1 0 • I ·, NE~~ SCHEDULE A[;DED.· •• CUSTC)NiEF. 1 1CJ CUSTC)i·~ER 8·.· •• CUSTCJh'.ER o 1C) CUS1C)MER 7 NCJ1 lNCLUDEL 1I~~E= 9.i7 1EARL=10'.25 TLJ.1E= ·10.50 CUSTC)1AER 4 1 C) CUS1C)MFR 7 NCJ1 -lNCLUDED 1 l tA E = 1 0 • 7 0 TEAR L = J O • 2 5 T LA 1 E =- 1 l C • 5 C CUSTC>Y1E:R 1 TCJ CUS1C)MER 7 NC)1 INCLUDE[i ] JtAE=· 9.23 TEARL=I 01.25 TLA1 .. E= ,10~'5'0 .. 
' -
. 
CUSTCJMI=R 8 ___ 1JJ_ CUS1 C)ME:R 7 NC)1 ilNC.LUBEI) --. --------~--------·------------------1 I JviE= 1 J • 24 . ·T;EARL=-ro~25 .:1:[A 1 E= :l C·~ 5-c ---------·-----·----------- . -· CUS]:.C) }Al: R J.---1-C)-- --ClJS-1~()-Jti{f-R ..•.. -.-··7·---~ND1--mc1-1J OED 0 · 1--1},{E=-· 9. 23 . TEAR[= 1 0 1.25 TL.A,1 E= .• ro.·§o ······. 
"",'· 
-•-"', • ... ·--· .•c.•, •. . 
• ..• -
-
·--· r- --- ---·----- -····--------------··-·-·--··---- ---- ..... CU:S.IJ2-i1E:R 5 JCl CljS1J)lv~E1 , . NCl1. IN-G-L·U-D~ED · T I AtiE= .. 9 • 7 3 .. ·• . . TE}:Ftt=ru: 25 ' ' '''TCA"1E~"''Yl"U:'?'C;'~ ,, --·•-''"' ~"' .. · '" · .... .,, ,, 
-·· ·-···-· . - -- ... '• .--~ 
- -··. . . 
· Figure 4.8 Sample of NEW Routine 
63 ,. 
After each new entry, the scheduling routine is called 
to attempt placing the new customer into an existing route 
without violating time constraints. With the addition of 
customer 9 to any existing route for our sample problem, a 
schedule was found which can now include customer 7 which 
was not included in any schedule until this time. 
The next routine considered is the dropoff of a 
scheduled customer by a vehicle. The command for this 
event is DROPOFF and the only information requested by 
the system is the customer number. In this example, 
customers 3 and 4 (both scheduled to vehicle 1) were dropp-
ed off and the ability of the routine to find a new customer 
(the closest customer unscheduled to a vehicle) is demon-
strated. Customer 7 was originally scheduled to vehicle 
2. After each dropoff, the next event is displayed to 
the user. A sample of this is shown in Figure 4.9. 
And so the program goes on adding new customers or 
deleting old ones by dropping them off when scheduled. A 
final diagram is presented illustrating the two information 
supplying routines called HELP and LIST respectively in 
Figure 4.10. 
, 
This sample problem should provide the reader with 
some idea of the interactive concepts and the scheduling 
heuristic used by the program. A discussion of the 
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application of this type of approach to other areas 1a 
presented in the final chapter. 
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Figure 4.9 Sample of DROPOFF Routine 
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Figure 4.10 Sample of HELP and L:tST Routilles 
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Test Results 
.. 
Preliminary tests were conducted to show the effect 
or varying the placement of the return point to which the 
distance saved coefficient is calculated. The distance 
saved coefficient is based on the theory of the traveling 
salesman problem where a vehicle must visit each point 
only once and return to the origin. Originally, he must 
make as many trips as there are points, but the distance 
saved approach is to calculate that distance which would 
be saved by combining any two customers into a single trip 
and still returning to the origin. Those links with the 
greatest distance saved are then joined to a single route. 
An example illustrating the distance saved approach is 
presented in Ch,a.pter II of this work and in the first 
section of Chapter III. 
In the taxi-dispatching model, the vehicles do not 
originate at the origin nor do they necessarily return 
there at the conclusion of any single trip. However, the 
distance saved approach does provide a reasonable means of 
• 
ranking possible route connections or links and this sec-
tion discusses some of the advantages and disadvantages 
-
observed in small problems studied. The problems presented 
are designed to illustrate the priorities given possible 
selections and the results of using a ''non-lockset'' 
scheduling scheme in the distance saved approach (such as 
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• 
that originally assumed necessary in an on-line system 
with new customer additions). 
All problems given in this section are limited to a 
single vehicle and five customers (all allowing any pickup 
time). This was done for both simplicity and to allow 
the calculation of optimal results using a procedure of 
evaluating all possible route combinations through complete 
enumeration. 
Two problems were considered in this area. The first 
problem is presented schematically in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 Customer Pickup and Dropoff Points Where: X - denotes vehicle location· 0 - denotes source point (to which the distance 
saved coefficient is calculated 
- ->- - denotes a vehicle path 
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This problem was solved by three methods; 1) optimal 
solution based on evaluation of all possibilities, 2) 
''non-lock.set'' condition with scheduling allowed only from 
scheduled customers to unscheduled customers, and 3) 
''lockset'' condition allowing no links to be broken once 
included into the route. The results of each are presented 
in Examples 1 and 2 of Appendix C and summarized in 
Table 4.1. 
The results of this test demonstrate two important 
... 
aspects of the distance saved approach. The first is the 
priority given two alternative choices. Consider, for 
example, the pairings of (1-2) and (1-5) in the example 
problem. Although customer number 2 is closer to customer 
l than customer number 5, the distance saved coefficient 
is larger for the (1-5) link because of the larger distance 
' 
between customer 5 and the source point. As a result, 
both heuristics choose the (1-5) link over the (1-2) link 
which is not the optimal.solution choice. The general 
rule which this choice seems to indicate is that customers 
farthest away from the assumed source point have a higher 
--prioritr than customers closer-··to the sour_9e from any 
------- -part_icular ve~cle. ---·· 
0 
The second important aspect of the distance saved 
. 
approach is discussed after the next example. The premise 
stated above is illustrated by two minor changes to thi·s 
I . 
• 
• 
original problem. The first change is revising the loca-
tion of the source point to a location immediately adjacent 
to the pickup point of customer 5. Ir the above premise 
is assumed true, the expected results would be that the 
(1-2) link is now preferred over the (1-5) link and the 
schedule results given in Example 3 of Appendix C confirm 
this result. ''Non-lockset'' and ''Lockset'' results are 
summarized in Table 4.2. The new results obtained are 
still not, however, optimal and a close examination of 
the cause of this leads to the second important aspect of 
the distance saved approach, the ''non-lockset'' condition 
assumed necessary in a real time model. The algorithm 
using the ''lockset'' method of allowing no links to be 
broken scheduled the following links in the order given 
based on the greatest distance saved between allowed links: 
LINK 
(0-1) (2-3) (3-4) (1-2) 
(4-5) 
LOCKSET M.E:l'HOD 
ROUTE 
(0-1) Initial schedule (0-1) (2-3) (0-1) (2-3-4) (0-1-2-3-4) 
. (0-1-2-3-4-5) 
This result is the optimal result for this problem. 
The ''non-lockset'' approach, howev~r, c·ons1·ders only· 
links from scheduled customers to unscheduled customers 
and allows any existing link to be broken. As a result, 
ALGORITHM USED 
1) NQN .. LOCKSE'I' 
2) LOCKSE'I' 
3) OPrIMAL 
CUST. NUMBER 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
GENERATED ROUTE 
1-5-2-3-4 
1 .. 2-3-4-5 
1-2-3-4-5 
TO'l'AL DISTANCE 
TRAVE[,ED 
332.04 
323.77 
323.77 
CUSTOMER LOCATION DESCRIP!'ION 
PICKUP 
(50., 70.) 
(19.,50.) (50.,10.) (99., 58.) (50.,98.) 
SOURCE POINT (50.,50.) 
DROPOFF 
(30., ?O.) 
(19. ,23.) (83. ,10.) (99. ,83.) (10.,98.) 
Table 4.1 Problem I - Source Point Located in Center 
ALGORITHM 
1) NON-LOCKSET 
• 2) LOCKSRr 
3) OPrIMAL 
GEI~ERATED ROUTE 
1-2-3-5-4 
1-2-3-4-5 
1-2-3-4-5 
TOTAL DISTANCE 
TRAVELED 
424.54 
323.77 
323.77 
CUSTOMER LOCATION DESCRIPI'ION 
CUST. NUMBER 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5· 
PICKUP (50.,70.) (19.,50.) (50.,10.) (99.,58.) (50.,98.) 
SOURCE POINT (59.,99.) 
DROPOFF (30.,70.) (19. ,23.) (83. ,10.) (99.,83.) (10.,98.) 
·- -----·-··· --~ ·-·---- .·-·--·- -------- '. 
Table----4--.2-~---ITob"!em t·- Relocated Source Point to ·customer . Number 5 
> 
• 
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for the same problem, the links considered and added 
using the ''non-lockset'' method are given below in order 
of their occurrence: 
LINK 
(0-1) (l-2) (2-3) (3-4) (3-5) 
NON-LOCKSET METHOD 
ROUTE 
(0-1) Initial schedule (0-1-2) 
(0-1-2-3) (0-1-2-3-4) (0-1-2-3-5-4) 
In this case, the (3-5) link had a higher distance 
saved value than the (4-5) link even though the (4-5) link 
would have resulted in a shorter path. 
Thus, the "non-lockset'' method can allow paths to be 
included which might tend to move away from an optimal 
solution even when that solution is obtainable. 
A second example problem further supporting the same 
principles is diagrammed in Figured 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12 Example 2 - Customer Pickup and Dropoff Locations 
I-' 
Initially customer number 1 is the closest customer 
and the ''non-lockset'' and ''lockset'' methods both never 
break the initial assignment once made. The results of 
. the two ~ .. gR~~thm..§ _s.cbe.ct.uling attempts are presented in 
, Examples 4 and 5 respectively of Appendix c. Again, the 
''non-lockset'' approach shows a tendency to move away from 
. 
optimal solutions by allowing links considered good based 
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on the distance saved coefficient to be broken. For this 
problem, the order of link insertion for the ''non-lockset'' 
method is given below: 
LINK 
0-4 
4-5 
5-3 
5-1 
5-2 
Example 2 
Non-lockset method 
ROUTE 
0-4 (Initial schedule) 
0-4-5 
0-4-5-3 
0-4-5-1-3 
0-4-5-2-3 
The results of this example are given in Table 4.4. 
Conclusions discussing the relative advantages and 
disadvantages of the distance saved approach are discussed 
in the next chanter with a brief discussion of how the 
-
approach would have to be modified in the future and 
areas of future study in this field. 
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ALGORITI01 
1) tlON-LOCKSET 
2) LOCKSET 
3) OPI'IHAL 
GENERATED ROUTE 
1-3-2-4-5 
1-2-4-5-3 
4-5-3-1-2 
CUSTOMER LOCATION DESCRIPrION 
CUST. troMBER 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
PICKUP (50.,59.99) (10.,70.) 
(10.,30.) (60.,50.) (90.,35.) 
SOURCE POINT (50.,50.) 
TOTAL DisrANCE 
TRAVELED 
400.31 
360.31 
344.26 
DROPOFF (10.,50.) ( 90., 70.) ( 50., 40.) ( 90., lt5.) (10.,20.) 
Table 4.3 Problem II - Closest Customer is Customer Number 1 
ALGORITHM 
1) NON-LOCKS:m1 
2) LOCKS:ET 
3) OPTIMAL 
GENERATED ROUTE 
4-5-2-1-3 
4-5-3-1-2 
4-5-3-1-2 
... 
CUSTOMER LOCATION DESCRIPI'ION 
CUST. NUMBER 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
PICKUP (50.,60.) 
(10., 70.) 
(10. ,30.) (59.99,50.) (90.,35.) 
SOURCE POINT (.50.,50.) 
TOTAL DISTANCE 
TRAVELED 
405.50 
344.27 
344.27 
DROPOFF (10.,50.) (90.,70.) 
(50. ,40.) (90.,45.) 
(10. ,20.) 
Table 4.4 Problem IX - Closest Customer is Customer Number 4 
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V, Conclueione aqd Arey of Future Study 
The program developed for this work was designed to 
be a hybrid system in the area or an on-line vehicle dis-
patching algorithm illustrating some or the technology 
known in the area. This chapter examines some related 
areas in which this type of algorithm might be applied and 
a discussion of modifications in both the system and the 
approach considered mandatory in the application of the 
developed program in any of these areas. The thesis was 
developed with a taxi-like dispatching problem considered 
as the specific application ultimately intended, but several 
areas of possible application exist including the following: 
1. Any area of a large concentration of people needs 
some form of people movers (including walkways, of course). 
Small people/luggage movers would require close monitoring 
to be run effectively to meet demand fluctuations (for 
example, incoming flights) or satisfy all customer demand. 
This area of application could also be extended to include 
the movement of people from a terminal to s_everal points 
in an optimal manner (such as delivering passengers right 
to their cars) or collecting many customers and returning 
them to a central site (terminal). This application . 
approaches the Dial-A-Ride system although on a more limited 
scale. 
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2. Thie type of approach could also be applied to 
the movement of inanimate goods such as automatic or semi-
automatic materials handling. An example may be a aeries 
of cranes opera~ng on a single runway servicing a variety 
ot operations which might require an on-line dispatching 
scheme attempting to minimize down-time due to other 
crane interference. The distance saved approach would 
give priority to goods farthest away when time constraints 
permit the servicing of this goods. 
3. An on-line system for dispatching delivery trucks 
carrying assorted sized materials to many customers would 
combine the truck dispatching problem with the on-line 
operational system. This is the type of system required 
for parcel delivery services, such as mail delivery. Such 
a service would also require the goods to be processed in 
the warehouse, thus generating a model similar to the 
taxi dispatching model except the customers become packag-
ed goods and pickup points become arrival points or storage 
locations while drop off points are now truck docks (for 
outgoing goods) or storage locations (for incoming goods). 
A. Areas of Improvement 
_:__ .~·- .. --··-· . ·--·· -· 
. ···-------··-··-·-···*"-····-·-··-··-•-....t-· ....... ··-·---·-----~·-.i .. -~---~-~-~--.. ------·-------L- . -----
- -- --- - -- - .. 
• -j . . •.. "_')!":_--,_-.:· .. _:· ..... :::~...::::".,.:;·:.:~.·.;:.::._·~.____::'~---·-------- .. ----· ~-- --------,-- -------------- ---~--------·-------'-- .... - . - .- ---- ,----· ---· - - ,-,, - . . 
·--· - . " -. - ---,,·_- .. _--..... --~~-~--·---···--·-·-,,,· 
It is uncertain at the present time whether the dis-
• 
tance saved approach is applicable to a full scale on-line 
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i. 
system. However, certain mod1t1cat1one in the approach 
and progranon1ng which would be necessary in a real tille 
application have been recognized in the development or 
this work and are discussed here. 
1. More user activities available. The program is 
presently incapable of handling unexpected system problems 
including the following obvious possibilities: 
a. Closer monitoring of vehicle locations and 
activities 
b. A customer cancels his request for service 
c. A ''no-show'' situation for a customer 
d. Vehicle additions and deletions (including shift 
changes or vehicle breakdowns) 
e. ''Instantaneous'' customer feedback on earliest 
possible pickup time 
f. Unscheduled pickups 
g. Assigning certain customers higher priorities 
than others (emergencies, regulars, etc.) 
2. Extended Customer Subsystem. The customer sub-
system in a real-time system should have many capabilities 
not designed into the prototype system including, at least: 
a. More customer information storage requirements · 
b. Customer and management report generation 
capabilities 
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3. Extended Cu9t911er Commun1cat1one Interface Sub-
§letem. This eyetem should be revised to include at leaat 
the following capabilities: 
a. Conversion from street address to grid location 
b. Communication channels between the operator 
(dispatcher) and the computer 
c. Necessary information conveyance in a proper 
format 
4. Vehicle Communications Subsystem. The means of 
conveying information to and from the vehicles must also 
be considered with attention given to the following areas: 
a. Mode of communication (voice, digital, or some 
combination of the two). 
b. Information required and vehicle operator feed-
back 
c. Dispatcher/computer interface subsystems. 
5. Vehicle Subsystem. The vehicle subsystem would 
also require additional capabilities including: 
a. More vehicle information storage capabilities 
b. Management report generation capabilities 
All of these considerations deal primarily with the 
overall system configuration of an on-line system. The 
program developed would be considered primarily as part 
of the Central Control Subsystem and the program would 
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also require considerable modifications to accomplish the 
following goals within the Control Subsystem. 
a. Meet all interface requirements with other sub-
systems, such as those discussed above. 
b. Pass extensive testing of the system with real 
data in a real-time environment. 
c. Transform the problem from strictly determin-
istic (all customers known and only known 
customers considered) to a combination of 
deterministic (known customers) and probabilistic 
(expected customers and their expected locations). 
As a result of these revisions deemed mandatory, the 
following section lists suggested areas of future study 
in the problem of dispatching vehicles in an on-line point-
to-point system. 
B. Areas of Future Study .. 
There are a large number of areas directly associated 
with the problem area which have not been considered in 
the development of this work, but which are potential-areas __ 
of future study •. A few of the more prominent possibilities 
-
" 
are discussed in this chapter as well as a discussion of . . --·----· --··-·---------------·. ------·-·---····--·· -------·-·- --···· -- ------ -- ... ---·· ·-
-- , .... .: :., ; - -- . ____ ,_:_.: ... -- - - .. ···-·· .. -·-······ . 
-
areas to which the vehicle dispatching algorit~ presented 
herein may be applicable. 
,. 
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1. Testing in large syatema. Tbe large storage 
requirements and computation time may be infeasible in 
a large system, although it is obvious that some approach 
other than enu.meration of all possible combinations must 
be taken. The distance saved approach has been used 
successfully in generating a fixed schedule in a warehous-
ing type system of delivering merchandise from a central 
location, but is apparently untested in the on-line type 
of approach. 
2. Large Problem Segmentation. Although the solu-
tion of a large problem by the techniques employed herein 
is possibly infeasible, the problem would become manageable 
through a process of breaking the large problem into a 
series of smaller ones. However, with a point-to-point 
delivery type of problem as considered in this problem, 
the possibility of crossing any boundaries increases and 
the problem grows to a large problem again. An approach 
breaking both drop offs and pickups into zones may be 
successful, but a successful approach to this has not, as 
yet, b_een conceived by the author of this work. 
- ----- --- - .· - . . . . 3. Initial vehicle to ___ ~ustom_er__assi_gnment. The 
--·-· 
s_oluti.on .. obtainaa"-~fr-om ____ tl1i·s approach is limited by the 
~!goodnes$'' of the in.i tial assignment solution. The approach 
presented here was to attempt to route veld.cles to earliest 
demands in such a manner as to minimize total -distance 
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travelled and in small problems examined, the algorithm 
used reaches optimal results although it would be opti-
mistic to hope for optimality in large problems. A 
possible area of future study might be the investigation 
of various initial assignment approaches including the 
development of a guaranteed optimal assignment model. 
4. Development of a Branch-and-bound technique. 
A branch-and-bound approach to the on-line problem has 
many advantages including its ability to provide initial 
solutions and improve on the initial solution without 
ever losing a ''best solution to date''. The developers 
of CARS (Computed Aided Routing System) at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology have selected branch-and-bound as 
the only feasible approach. However, the approach 
presented in this problem could be used to generate the 
initial solution and, thus, have a good starting solution 
to make improvements upon. 
5. Control system interface. The information ex-
changed between the dispatcher and the computer is another 
area of possible study including an analysis of what data 
is needed and by whom, what format the data should be in, 
what mode the data should ·be transmitted in, necessary 
response times, and backup information handling capabilit~ 
its. Included within this area is the development of 
a graphics display of computer results for human inter-
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____ .. ___ ----
----------~------ -----
action. A dispatcher may be able to ''see•• a better assign-
ment than the heuristic is capable of generating. 
6. Address to Grid Location. A system minimizing 
time or distance or containing constraints on time and 
distance must have the ability to estimate distances. In 
a dispatching system such as discussed in this work, some 
form of conversion from address location to a numerical 
location is required for the system to be applicable to 
real world situations. Consider research had been done 
in this area, but it is nonetheless listed here as an 
area of possible future study within this system. 
7. Time estimation capabilities. If time constraints 
are to be added to such a system, the need exists to 
accurately estimate'time required to travel given distances. 
The time required to travel one mile in city traffic would 
probably not be the same time required to travel one mile 
in rural areas. This time estimation capability is left as 
another area of future study. Two suggested approaches to 
this problem are; 1) variable mathematical formulas express-
ing the relationship between time and distance within the 
------
----- ----··· ----------- - ------
________ 9vera.ll ___ s~rvi c e grid_,__ ____ and_~) ____ c onv-0.r-Sion---0-f--addr esa to ~--g-r-~-d------------
-
-- location in such a manner ·that high density areas ''-appear'' 
·---· --------·----------------- ---
--------' -----------
far apart (greater time to travel) than low density areas. 
' 
This second method may be done in such a manner that a 
single relationship between time and distance may be all 
that is required. 
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-C1 Conclueione 
The intent of this thesis was to develop a scheduling 
algorithm for a multi vehicle point-to-point system. That 
purpose was later extended to include operating such an 
algorithm in a simulated real-time situation. The approach 
selected for the basis of this scheduling algorithm was 
the distance saved approach which has been found to 
contain many advantages and disadvantages in this type 
of problem. GASP!! was used to simulate the file handling 
requirements of such a system and a comment on the results 
of its usage are given first. 
The use of GASPII (A FORTRAN based simulation lan-
guage) proved a valuable aid in the develo:pment of the 
final program because of its ability to manipulate the 
addition and deletion of file entries. GASP!! was used 
only for this purpose, and not for any purpose of what 
is normally considered simulation. It was included 
principally due to the author's previous familiarity 
with the program and understanding of its file handling 
c.apabilities. ·As a r~sult of. its use, no special routines I 
were required for the addition, location, or removal of 
any file entries since these capabilities are contained 
within GASPII. 
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Several features of the distance saved approach seem 
to indicate its potential application in the area of 
vehicle dispatching in a point-to-point system. The first 
is its success in the one-to-many or many-to-one applica-
tions such as dispatching trucks from a warehouse to a 
set of customers. However, in this type of problem, the 
''distance saved'' by linking two customers really is dis-
tance saved, while in the taxi dispatching problem, a 
return to the source (warehouse) is not necessary, so 
the distance saved is an assumed distance saved if such 
a trip were necessary. The second reason for its poten-
tial application is its ability to rank potential pair-
ings for inclusion in a route in such a manner that their 
orderly consideration yields good, if not optimal, 
results. 
In the first stage of the development of this thesis, 
the distance saved approach was applied in the same manner 
as used by Clarke and Wright ( 1 ) and others with the 
exception that customers now had both a pickup point and 
a delivery point instead of single .location associated. 
This algorithm has been referred to in this thesis as the 
-· ' ..... - ·- - .•.. -· ... . "" . - ----. ··- - . - . -· --···· .--·-- ·--. .. -··· - ... - - - . 
' ' 1 ockset '' me th.od, .. sin~e- .. an_Y.:·:~pai.-Pi-n-g--4-nel-ud:ed-··-i-n---a--·ro·ute-··· 
are locked together from that point on. Tests with this 
algorithm. on small problems indicate the method generates 
optimal or near-optimal results. (optimality was tested 
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evaluating all routing possibilities, thus the restric-
tion to small problems.) A limitation on reaching opti-
mality is al\vzyo added by the initial assignment which is 
also locked into the program. If this in.itial assignment 
is part of a sub-optimal solution, the resulting schedule 
is limj.ted to sub-optimality as well. 
With the addition of the real-time characteristics 
of the problem, a method was needed for allowing customers 
to be added after schedules were already developed. The 
decision was made to alter the distance saved approach 
which, in the first stage, considered the potential 
distance saved in joining any two customers and choosing 
the highest savings successively and locking the correspond-
ing pairing into a route. The new approach considered only 
pajrings between any already scheduled customer and any 
unscheduled customer. The theory was that new customers 
were unscheduled and would be scheduled into a route which 
results in the greatest distance saved while still meeting 
time constraints imposed by potential customers. 
The results of tests using this ''non-lockset'' method \ 
--~-"""'-------·-·-·-- --
.,_. __ ._ .. _indic_ate .. the approach to be quite unsatisfactory. The 
..... ·- . --
----- ---------- -
· ·· i-nt·ent wa:s· · to allow rotftEfs··-to--o,e· ··a.1-t·er·ed~~--t-0-·· ±nc1u·d·e··--new-:- · ·-
customers either internally· (breaking existing pairings) 
or externally (adding the new customer to the end of an 
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-existing schedule). Breaking existing pairings often led 
to poorer results since the reason for including the pair-
ing initially had been overridden. Some form of compromise 
between the ''lockset'' and "non-lockset" seems necessary 
for the continued application of this approach. 
At this time, two means of accomplishing this com-
promise seem promising, but remain untested. The first 
is to break an existing link only when the distance saved 
by the new link breaking the old is greater than the dis-
tance saved of the existing link and also returning the 
broken link customers for consideration in other routes 
or other pairings (in effect, returning the previously 
linked customer to the unscheduled customer file). The 
second means is by considering only the next event for a 
vehicle at any one time. All customers are either un-
scheduled or immediately scheduled to a vehicle. In this 
approach, no schedules are generated, but only the next 
event for any vehicle which is either to pick up a 
customer or deliver a customer to his destination. As 
mentioned previously, both of these methods of vehicle 
dispatching are untested. 
The distance saved approach does have merits in the 
point-to-point dispatching problem, and its use to generate 
feasible and ''usable'' results in a real-time application 
of a point-to-point system still remains promising. 
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APPENDIXES 
------~---
-. -·· . -~·. "'" .· .. - --_ 
APPEtlDIX A - The Use of OASPII 
The following diocussion provides a brief introduc-
tion to the fentures of GASP!! which malte it attractive 
for inclusion into the computer program developed in this 
thesis. 
GASPII has been developed by Pritsker and Kiviat as 
a FORTRAN - based general purpose simulation language. 
The algorithm developed in this thesis does not use GASPII 
for its simulation capabilities, but rather as a means of 
demonstrating file structure and file handling for such a 
system. Therefore, only those aspects of GASPII dealing 
with file structure will be discussed here. 
The principle data storage are.a of GASPII ·1s: called 
NSET. In simulation, it is used to store events :and 
associated attributes. NSET was designed by Pritsker .and 
l{iviat as a t\vo-dimensional array with the columns repre-
:ee.nting e.ntries into the files and the rows storing the 
vaL·ues: a~sociated with each entry. The interactive version 
of GASPII, developed at Lehigh principally by Griep and 
. . 
Sommerwerck (9) , converts this to a one-dimensional array 
· for storing var_iable length files -of both--:fl-Gat-1-ng and 
-----·- ----~.--· _,_ - - ... 
---
-.. 
- .. ·- -··--··.-~·;: __ ··--··-·- - _____ ........ _._.___ .... fixed point numbers, --but the- concept is still the same ~--
and the appearance of results to the user is also the.same • 
. ·, 
• 
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Associated with each entry in a file are both attri-
butes (user generated descriptions of the entry) and 
positional pointers which indicate the relative position 
of the entry with respect to other entries in the same file. 
These points are maintained automatically by GASPII when 
files are added or deleted which is the principle reason 
for using GASPII in the program. 
A short example will illustrate the pointing charac-
teristics of this type of file structure. The last two 
rows of NSET are the pointers. An array called MFE stores 
the location of the first entry of a file. The illustra-
tion in Figure B-1 demonstrates the principle involved. 
Multiple files are handled in NSET by storing the location 
of the first entry in the file in MFE and following the 
''chain'' for the •remaining entries. 
Files can be ordered in storage on any of the attri-
butes associated with an event and the attribute on which 
ranking is done can vary between files. In addition, 
ranking can be either lowest value first or highest-value 
first. 
As mentioned previously, the filing system is maintain~-
ed automatically by GASPII. Normally, the programmer does 
not even use the array NSET directly, but, in the inter-
active version, will insert the file entry values through 
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1 
the buffer sto~age vectors ATRIB and JTRIB. ATRIB stores 
. 
the floating point values and JTRIB stores the fixed point 
values of each entry. For any file, the number or fixed 
and floating point values must remain constant, but the 
number can vary between files. 
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APPE~IX B - Users Guide for Program Developed. 
I 
The present data storage system at Lehigh University 
is set up in such a manner that permanent file space 
requested for a one day period does not carry a storage 
cost, and thus the program is currently submitted the day 
of a:ny desired program usage. The SCOPE control cards 
with the deck determine the file name under which the 
program will be catalogued. Currently, a compiled version 
of the program is catalogued under the name ''BINFILE'' 
and the data is catalogued under ''GETREC''. 
To run this program from a terminal, it is suggested 
that the user use the following SCOPE commands: 
COMMAND-ATTACH, GETREC, ID~WRH COMMAND-ATTACH, B, BINFILE, ID=WRH COMMAND-m1L, 20 
COMMAlID-B 
The last command executes the already compiled program 
and fro·m here the program proceeds as described in Chapter 
IV under Example Problem. 
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Appendix C 
Test Results 
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